
LEADING HYBRID
TEAMS



Programme Description

It is predicted that we will retain much of what we have learned about working from home to create
hybrid teams and workplaces where people sometimes work remotely and sometimes go into the
office. This will represent a bigger upheaval for leaders and managers than might, at first, be
imagined. Different people have experienced work during the pandemic in so many different ways
and will face this next transition with certain trepidation. Moreover, people’s expectations and needs
have changed, fundamentally altering the psychological contract they have with the organisation.
Managing the next transition to hybrid working requires new leadership styles that emphasise
compassion and empathy.

What type of organisation can deliver this programme?

further education colleges
universities
employers
private training providers

This programme can be delivered by a range of organisations including.



Topics Covered

engage hybrid teams with business success
create team spirit 
meet changing expectations 
build and maintain relationships 
onboard new workers and effectively assess and reward so as to increase profitability
look after personal health and wellbeing to then look after others
move away from presenteeism to new ways of assessing and rewarding that create high
performance, allowing individual freedom and control

What we mean by Smart Working
Getting the most from virtual meetings
Communication between meetings
A look into the future of virtual working 

a rich mix of content media including text and video, providing a highly interactive engagement
experience
real-life case studies and scenarios
skills-based activities for immediate application at work
asynchronous content that can be blended with group work and discussion

In Module 1, we consider the key aspects of leadership that will help to: 

In Module 2, we dive deeper into making hybrid working effective by exploring communication
strategies of hybrid working and how to structure your day.  In this module we examine:

This course is authored by leaders and specialists in talent and performance management and in
working at a distance. It contains:
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